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The Community Safety Partnership (CSP) is a statutory partnership made up of key ‘Responsible 

Authorities’ who have equal responsibility for reducing crime and antisocial behaviour under the Crime and 

Disorder Act 1998 (As amended by the Antisocial Behaviour Act 2014 and the Policing and Crime Act 

2017)  

The Responsible Authorities include Police, Local Authority, Fire and Rescue Authority, Health, Probation 

and YOS (now known as YJS). They work in collaboration with other statutory / voluntary services and 

local people to reduce crime and make people feel safer by dealing with issues such as antisocial 

behaviour, drug and alcohol misuse, re-offending and serious violence. 

CSP Overview / Responsibilities

Terms of reference



To deliver the statutory requirements of the Community Safety Partnership e.g.

• Produce a strategic intelligence assessment that informs a community safety plan. This plan should set out 

what the priorities are and how they will be addressed (reviewed every 2 years) 

• Consult and engage with the community

• Formulate and implement a strategy to reduce re-offending by both adult and young offenders (Section 108 

of the Policing and Crime Act 2009) 

• Prepare an information sharing protocol which must be signed by all responsible authorities to disclose 

certain sets of depersonalised data at least quarterly 

• Ensure that it has a committee with power to review or scrutinise decisions made; or other action taken and 

to make reports or recommendations (Section 19 - 21 of the Police and Justice Act 2006) 

• Establish Domestic Homicide Reviews (DHR), as appropriate, (Section 9 of the Domestic Violence and 

Crimes Act 2004)

• Prevent violent extremism (Counter-Terrorism and Security Act 2015)

• Prevent and reduce serious violence (Police, Crime, Sentencing and Courts Act 2022)

Functions



The business of the CSP is open to scrutiny by all agencies and in particular the Overview and Scrutiny 

function of the Council. The working practices of the Partnership should enable Overview and Scrutiny to 

make early, constructive, contributions to policy as well as supporting scrutiny of decisions made, monitor 

outcomes and targets achieved and review of practice and progress.

The Active Intelligence Mapping (AIM) group monitors patterns and trends in multi-agency data and 

partnership resources are deployed to address emerging issues on a monthly basis. The AIM chair will 

report to the CSP.

Multi agency thematic groups are already in place, and task and finish groups are established as and 

when needed. They also link in with the 4 Neighbourhood Action Partnership meetings (NAP) 
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What is Prevent?
• The purpose of Prevent is to safeguard people who are at risk of radicalisation and to stop them from being 

exploited by people who would want them to support terrorism.

• The Prevent programme uses early intervention to protect individuals and communities from the harms of 
terrorism. 

• Channel Intervention support for individuals is both confidential and voluntary. 

• Prevent is delivered through a wide network of partners within communities, civil society organisations and 
public-sector institutions



Local Authority Response

• Middlesbrough Operational Prevent Group leading on action plans designed to 
reduce the risk by increasing communities' resilience and awareness

• Training and awareness raising 

• Promotion of the safeguarding nature of Prevent



Middlesbrough Operational Group 
•  Multi-agency group combining local authority departments working with vulnerable services 

including YJ, children's social care, adult social care and external organisations including educators 
such as Middlesbrough college working together to deliver a partnership approach of Prevent

• The group develop and lead on action plans each year designed to promote risk awareness to 
professionals and others who support/care for those vulnerable in our communities whilst promoting 
the safeguarding nature of Prevent.

• In addition to Scrutiny the work and actions of Prevent are also overseen by: 
✓ Ofsted  

✓ Office of the Policing Crime Commissioner 

✓ Community Safety Partnership 

✓ Peer observation 

✓ Regional Home Office Prevent Advisor Assessment 

✓ Regional Contest Board 



Revised Prevent Duty Guidance

With the introduction of the revised Prevent Duty guidance (Sept 2023) the Operational Group have 
been developing processes in the following areas to ensure compliance including:

• Reinforcing the training provision

• Reinforcing the referral pathway

• Updating the training provision in advance of the new product launches (expected 2024)

• Formalising engagement process

• Incorporation of the Security Threat Check Process requirement



Recent Sample Actions
• Safer giving campaign

• Hosted Professionals half day CPD event for Prevent with speakers from CTP, Community Security Trust and Islamic Diversity Centre

• Promotion of the Act early campaign and new Home Office Prevent promotional products and updated eLearning packages internally and to 
external partners/stakeholders

• Support third sector providing referral pathwaths, Home Office eLearning and team briefings on prevent and promotional material for Act early 
and IREPORTit

• Joint Social Media campaign with Redcar & Cleveland Council promoting the CTIRU and Prevent

• Successful Prevent/Protect awareness week November 2023

• Prevent roadshows promoting digital resilience and awareness of Prevent held throughout 2023 in Multimedia exchange, Acklam Library, 
Hemlington Hub, Newport Hub & Streets Ahead

• Contributing to local Newsletters with Prevent themed articles

• Supporting School designated safeguarding leads in respect to Prevent and other safeguarding concerns through awareness raising

• Annual Christmas digital resilience campaigns

• Numerous Prevent awareness sessions for professionals

• Held further Prevent roundtable events by sector including a Cleveland wide roundtable for youth

• Joint social media campaign to promote prevent, holiday safety and online resilience with Wakefield Council



Recent Project-Joint Friends and family campaign with Parents Zone Local

To coincide with the launch of the new Home Office Promotion material 
and the joint project with The Parents Zone Parent zone Local offer 
secured for Middlesbrough a twin track campaign was provided.

Parents zone Local ambassador appointed to Middlesbrough provided 
various in person and virtual sessions for parents/carers/community 
groups and professionals in a variety of settings focusing on media 
literacy and digital resilience
In addition to this Parent zone provided a library for access to all for 
awareness of apps and platforms with safety advice.

To run along side this the operational Prevent group provided 
promotion of a refreshed friends and family campaign promoting both 
physical and online media through a variety of locations and platforms 
including GP surgeries, local hospitals, community hubs, third sector, 
retail partners and professionals.
Concurrent social media promotion of Act Early, Parentzone local digital 
webinars/resources and Home Office Prevent resources continued.



Contribution to a Cleveland Approach

Contribution to a Cleveland Approach

Middlesbrough continues to contribute to the Cleveland Prevent leads group which is a quarterly group 
seeking to promote prevent in a uniformed approach across the Cleveland area. Middlesbrough has 
continued to support the leads group with the following actions in 2023:

• Facilitated a Cleveland wide youth roundtable event on Prevent
• Co delivered a South Tees Prevent awareness session to South Tees third sector organisations
• Developed and promoted an out of school settings awareness campaign for parents/carers to support 

the DFES
• Provision of the Educate against hate Going too far resource to all secondary schools
• Provision of anti-bullying campaign resource material to all schools in readiness of anti-bullying week
• Provision of a 4-week campaign for awareness around digital resilience and online safety for 

professionals working in edge of care settings to help keep young people safe.



Training & Support
The Prevent lead provides training and support to internal departments on their statutory duty, commissioned services and the third sector on a 
variety of aspects including:

• Communication of new and emerging concerns and vulnerabilities

• Delivery of face-to-face training and guidance

• Advice on appropriateness of referrals

• Support on embedding processes for Prevent/Channel

• Provision and support of delivery of Home office e learning products relating to both Prevent and Channel

The Prevent lead supports all schools in Middlesbrough providing:

• WRAP 3 training (minimum 1 DSL per school)-this is to be replaced with the new face to face product

• Provision of all suitable and relevant products for Prevent and associated products such as Digital resilience products to increase young person's 
safety and media literacy online

• Provision of guidance for schools related to safeguarding concerns regarding Prevent provided in partnership by the DFES

• Provision of face to face and virtual Prevent Awareness sessions and guidance for school governors

• Advice and guidance to schools in partnership with MBC safeguarding lead & DFES Regional Prevent lead to schools on Prevent related issues



Awareness raising
• Awareness raising of the safeguarding process of Prevent continues with professionals both within 

the authority and with external partners and third sector to further promote the referral pathway to 
safeguard someone at risk of radicalisation.

• Interventions include awareness sessions with schools, community groups, commissioned services, 
third sector training, social media campaigns on debunking myths and misinformation around the 
agenda and promotion of its safeguarding ethos.

• Roadshows in the community also further increased awareness and help demystify any confusion 
around the nature of Prevent with successful roadshows and roundtables held throughout 2022 and 
2023 with more planned for 2024.

• Working with schools we have been also able to work with parents around themes which relate to 
Prevent to increase resilience which include online risk, isolation and feelings of disempowerment 
which are aspects those who promote narratives encouraging people towards terrorism would seek 
to target to exploit in others.



National Figures-Prevent
6,817 referrals to Prevent were made in the year ending on 31st March 2023. This is an increase of 6.4% compared to the year 
ending March 2022 (6,406).

Of those in custody for terrorism connected offences in Great Britain as of 30th June 2023, 65% were categorised as holding 
Islamist-extremist views, 27% were categorised as holding Extreme Right-Wing ideologies, and the remaining 8% were categorised 
as holding beliefs related to other ideologies. These figures include both those that had been convicted and those being held on 
remand (that is, held in custody until a later date when a trial or sentencing hearing will take place).

Of all the Prevent referrals in 2021/2022:

•37% were related to individuals with a vulnerability present but no ideology or CT risk

•19% to Extreme Right-Wing

•11% regarding Islamist radicalisation

•2% to concerns regarding school massacres,

•1% of concerns were incel-related.

Source Prevent and Channel factsheet - 2023 - Home Office in the media 
(blog.gov.uk)) sampled 23.1.24

https://homeofficemedia.blog.gov.uk/2023/09/07/prevent-and-channel-factsheet-2023/
https://homeofficemedia.blog.gov.uk/2023/09/07/prevent-and-channel-factsheet-2023/


Channel
• Channel across Cleveland is a bespoke provision as our regional figures are low in comparison to other areas.

• The Channel panel is a safeguarding meeting of multi-disciplinary professionals whom all work towards assisting the 
individual at risk build their resilience against the radicalising narrative whilst addressing any susceptibilities or 
vulnerabilities they may have

• Channel operates on a consensual basis and consent must be sought from the individual

• The type of support available through Channel is wide-ranging, and can include help with education or careers advice, 
dealing with mental or emotional health issues, or digital safety training for parents; it all depends on the individual’s 
needs. 

• There were 645 referrals adopted as a Channel case in the year ending March 2022. 9% of referrals to Prevent were 
adopted as a Channel case.

Prevent addresses all forms of terrorism. Of all the Channel cases adopted in 2022/2023:

•46% were related to extreme right-wing radicalisation (296)

•18% were linked to Islamist radicalisation (115)

•16% related to individuals with conflicted concerns (103)

•3% for school massacre concerns (18)

•2% for incel related concerns (13)

Individuals aged 15 to 20 accounted for the largest proportion (32%) referrals, with individuals aged 14 and under 
accounting for 31%, followed by individuals aged between 21 and 30 (14%).

Source Prevent and Channel factsheet - 2023 - Home Office in the media (blog.gov.uk)) sampled 23.1.24

https://homeofficemedia.blog.gov.uk/2023/09/07/prevent-and-channel-factsheet-2023/


Q&A
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